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You’ve been hit!

You’ve been hit!

The air is hot, little rain will fall...

The air is hot, little rain will fall...

the summer season is here for all.

the summer season is here for all.

Your neighbors are looking for things to do...

Your neighbors are looking for things to do...

in fact, a neighbor brought this to you.

in fact, a neighbor brought this to you.

On your front door is where it should hang...

On your front door is where it should hang...

to help ward off summer’s hot pangs.

to help ward off summer’s hot pangs.

The things that came with coupled note...

The things that came with coupled note...

are yours to keep, enjoy them both.

are yours to keep, enjoy them both.

The fun begins when friends like you...

The fun begins when friends like you...

will copy this note and make it TWO.

will copy this note and make it TWO.

Along with this note, add a fun water fight...

Along with this note, add a fun water fight...

then deliver to a neighbor, day or night.

then deliver to a neighbor, day or night.

Be sure to add toys that will make a splash...

Be sure to add toys that will make a splash...

So they can have a fun water fight bash!
On your window or door the note must sit,

So they can have a fun water fight bash!
On your window or door the note must sit,

or you might find yourself twice hit.

or you might find yourself twice hit.

Please join in the fun, let's really share it...

Please join in the fun, let's really share it...

by spreading some fun summer spirit!!!

by spreading some fun summer spirit!!!

Water Fight Directions:
1. Enjoy your treats and cool off with a water fight!
2. Place your tag on your front door to show that you’ve already been hit.
3. Now you have 72 hours to make 2 copies of directions/tag and 2 sets of water fight goodies to share with friends or neighbors.
4. Secretly deliver to 2 friends who haven't been hit.
5. Watch how far this spreads throughout the summer!!
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